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HAN ON THE WEB: http://anthro.spc.uchicago.edu/han/Default.htm 
By the time this issue reaches you, we hope to have improved our web site, by the addition of two 
new categories: HAN ARCHIVES: DOCUMENTARY & HAN ARCHIVES: BIBLIOGRAPHIC 
Each of these sections will include selections from past issues of HAN, initially from issues in the 
1990s currently on our computer; eventually material from earlier issues which can be salvaged 
from disks or scanned from hard copies. 
HAN ARCHIVES: DOCUMENTARY: This section will include documents (with commentary) 
previously published under the headings "Clio's Fancy: Documents to Pique the Historical 
Imagination" and "Footnotes for the Histmy of Anthropology," initially including the following: 
HAN 26:2 "A Radical Ethnographer at Work inside the Columbia Department of Anthropology" 
HAN 25:1 "Burkhardtian Culture History and the 'Durkheim-Mauss Bug' 
in Paul Radin's Letters to Edward Sapir 
HAN 24:2 "Petrus Camper on the Origin and Color of Blacks" 
HAN 22:1 "L.H. Morgan, Mechanistic Materialism and the Contradictions of the Capitalist 
System: The Soviet Response to Leslie White, c. 1932" 
HAN 21: 1 "Dogmatism, Pragmatism, Essentialism, Relativism: The Boas/Mason Museum 
Debate Revisited" 
HAN 20:2 "Margaret Mead and Radcliffe-Brown: Society, Social System, Cultural Character 
and the Idea of Culture, 1931-33." 
HAN ARCHIVES: BIBLIOGRAPHIC: Initially, this section will include two bibliographic 
essays, Han Vermeulin's on "The History of Anthropology in the Netherlands" (HAN 25:1&2) 
and Joao Leal's on "The History of Portuguese Anthropology" (HAN 26:2). In addition to 
similar topical essays in the future, we hope over time to be able to consolidate various 
bibliographic sections into a more useful cumulative form. 
SUBCRIBERS: INSTITUTIONAL AND INDIVIDUAL: In addition to Institutional Subscribers, 
many of which have longer or complete runs more recent subscribers may wish to consult, we 
would also like to list Individual Subscribers in order to facilitate communication within the HAN 
community. But since such a list will be public information for anyone using the internet, we will 
list only those individuals who authorize us to. If you wish to be included, send your name, title, 
address (including, if you wish, fax and email), and key word indication of your research interests 
to: 
g-stocking@uchicago. edu 
LINKS: We would appreciate suggestions for our Related Links section, including new links 
(with evaluations) or comments on the links already listed (which we expect to further edit and 
perhaps to winnow). 
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